Introduction {#section1-1533033820935531}
============

Gastric cancer (GC), the most common upper gastrointestinal malignancy, constitutes a notable proportion of global cancer mortality.^[@bibr1-1533033820935531],[@bibr2-1533033820935531]^ Meanwhile, the incidence of GC is on the rise in East Asia countries, particularly in China, Japan, and Korea.^[@bibr3-1533033820935531],[@bibr4-1533033820935531]^ Surgical resection is the primary treatment for patients with GC, while, more than half of the resected patients have recurrent disease within 5 years of surgery, and two-thirds of patients who have inoperable disease at diagnosis accompanied by malignant proliferation, excessive invasion, and distal visceral metastasis.^[@bibr1-1533033820935531],[@bibr5-1533033820935531]^ As a result, the 5-year survival rate for all stages remains unsatisfied.^[@bibr1-1533033820935531]^ To combat the dismal prognosis, discovery of efficient biomarkers will potentially benefit prognostic evaluation and facilitate the comprehensive management of GC.

Polo-like kinases (PLKs) are a family of serine/threonine protein kinases, which consist of 5 members (PLK1-PLK5).^[@bibr6-1533033820935531]^ Polo-like kinases regulate several intracellular processes including DNA replications, mitosis, and stress responses, which are closely implicated in the tumorigenesis of various cancers.^[@bibr6-1533033820935531]^ For instance, PLK1 correlated with tumor differentiation, invasion, advanced Tumor, Node, Metastasis (TNM) stage, and worse prognosis in patients with GC.^[@bibr7-1533033820935531]^ Regarding PLK4, it facilitates colorectal cancer cell proliferation, invasion, and metastasis *in vitro*, and it is associated with increased tumor size, lymph node metastasis, and raised TNM stage in patients with colorectal cancer.^[@bibr8-1533033820935531]^ Another study illuminates that knocking down PLK4 impedes migration and invasion while accelerates apoptosis of neuroblastoma cells, and PLK4 high expression correlates with higher serum lactate dehydrogenase, recurrence, increased expression level of Ki-67, and advanced tumor stage in patients with neuroblastoma.^[@bibr9-1533033820935531]^ As for GC, PLK4 expression is elevated in multiple GC cell lines, and its overexpression triggers centrosome amplification and chromosome instability.^[@bibr10-1533033820935531]^ Furthermore, PLK4 is modified by released proteins from *Helicobacter pylori* (*H pylori*), which then contributes to the pathogenesis of GC.^[@bibr11-1533033820935531]^ In the context of the above evidence, we hypothesized that PLK4 exhibits the potency as a biomarker for disease management and prognosis of GC. Therefore, the present study aimed at investigating tumor expression of PLK4, and its correlation with clinical/pathological features as well as the survival profiles in patients with GC, to assess its value for GC monitoring in clinical setting.

Materials and Methods {#section2-1533033820935531}
=====================

Patients {#section3-1533033820935531}
--------

A total of 289 eligible patients with GC who underwent resection between February 2015 and November 2019 in our hospital were retrospectively reviewed in this study, among which 283 (97.9%) cases underwent standard D2 gastrectomy and 6 (2.10%) cases underwent D1 gastrectomy. The inclusion criteria were (1) pathological diagnosis of primary GC, (2) aged from 18 to 80 years, (3) tumor tissue resected from surgery was accessible and available for immunohistochemical (IHC) assay, (4) had complete clinical data, and (5) had complete survival data. The exclusion criteria included (1) metastatic or secondary GC, (2) history of other cancers, (3) severe liver and kidney dysfunction before surgery, and (4) history of gastric surgeries. This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of our hospital. The written informed consents were provided by patients or their family members.

Data Collection {#section4-1533033820935531}
---------------

Information of demographics, preoperative tumor features, extent of surgery, and postoperative treatments was collected from the database of our hospital, which included age, gender, current smoke, current drink, chronic complications, *H pylori* infection status, tumor location, pathological grade, T stage, N stage, TNM stage, adjuvant chemotherapy, and adjuvant radiotherapy. The survival data were acquired from follow-up records, and the last follow-up date was December 11, 2019. The disease-free survival (DFS) was calculated from the date of surgery to the date of relapse, progression or death and the overall survival (OS) were calculated from the date of surgery to the date of death.

Polo-Like Kinase 4 Detection {#section5-1533033820935531}
----------------------------

Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded adjacent tissue and tumor tissue were obtained from the storeroom of pathology department in our hospital. And the expression of PLK4 in tumor tissue and adjacent tissue was detected by IHC staining. Primary antibody Rabbit polyclonal to PLK4 and the secondary antibody Goat AntiRabbit IgG H&L were purchased from Abcam. Standard procedures of IHC were carried out referring to the application manual of the antibodies. A semiquantitative scoring method was used to assess the IHC staining result, which included staining intensity score and staining density score.^[@bibr12-1533033820935531]^ The total IHC score (staining intensity score × staining density score) was ranging from 0 to 12. The IHC score ≤3 was defined as PLK4 low expression, and the IHC score \>3 was defined as PLK4 high expression.^[@bibr13-1533033820935531],[@bibr14-1533033820935531]^

Statistical Analysis {#section6-1533033820935531}
--------------------

McNemar test was used to compare the proportions of PLK4 high expression and PLK4 low expression between tumor tissue and adjacent tissue. Comparison of clinical features between PLK4 low group and PLK4 high group was determined by χ^2^ test or Wilcoxon rank sum test. Disease-free survival and OS were displayed using Kaplan-Meier curves. Comparison of DFS and OS between PLK4 low group and PLK4 high group was determined by log-rank test. For further analysis regarding the correlation of DFS and OS with PLK4 expression, the PLK4 high patients was classified into PLK4 high+ group (IHC score 4-6), PLK4 high++ group (IHC score 7-9), and PLK4 high+++ group (IHC score 10-12). And comparison of DFS and OS among 4 groups was also determined by log-rank test. Factors predicting DFS and OS were analyzed by univariate Cox proportional hazard regression model, and the factors with a *P* value \<.05 in the univariate Cox regression were further included in multivariate Cox regression. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 22.0 (IBM), and all figures were plotted using GraphPad Prism version 7.00 (GraphPad Software). *P* value \<.05 was considered as significant.

Results {#section7-1533033820935531}
=======

Gastric Cancer Patients' Features {#section8-1533033820935531}
---------------------------------

The mean age was 60.0 ± 11.6 years, and the median age was 61.0 (51.0-70.0) years ([Table 1](#table1-1533033820935531){ref-type="table"}). There were 138 (47.8%) females and 151 (52.2%) males. Furthermore, 101 (34.9%) patients were complicated with *H pylori* infection. Regarding pathological grade, 43 (14.9%), 212 (73.3%), and 34 (11.8%) patients presented with pathological grade G1, G2, and G3, respectively. The number (percentage) of patients at TNM stage I, II, and III were 38 (13.1%), 150 (51.9%), and 101 (34.9%), respectively. As for treatment history, 186 (64.4%) and 34 (11.8%) patients received adjuvant chemotherapy and adjuvant radiotherapy, respectively. Other detailed characteristics are displayed in [Table 1](#table1-1533033820935531){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Clinical Features.

![](10.1177_1533033820935531-table1)

  Items                            GC patients (N = 289)
  -------------------------------- -----------------------
  Age (years)                      
   Mean ± SD                       60.0 ± 11.6
   Median (IQR)                    61.0 (51.0-70.0)
  Gender, no. (%)                  
   Female                          138 (47.8)
   Male                            151 (52.2)
  Current smoke, no. (%)           
   No                              201 (69.6)
   Yes                             88 (30.4)
  Current drink, no. (%)           
   No                              192 (66.4)
   Yes                             97 (33.6)
  Hypertension, no. (%)            
   No                              191 (66.1)
   Yes                             98 (33.9)
  Hyperlipidemia, no. (%)          
   No                              209 (72.3)
   Yes                             80 (27.7)
  Diabetes, no. (%)                
   No                              245 (84.8)
   Yes                             44 (15.2)
  *H pylori* infection, no. (%)    
   Negative                        188 (65.1)
   Positive                        101 (34.9)
  Tumor location, no. (%)          
   Cardia                          77 (26.6)
   Gastric body                    24 (8.3)
   Gastric antrum                  188 (65.1)
  Pathological grade, no. (%)      
   G1                              43 (14.9)
   G2                              212 (73.3)
   G3                              34 (11.8)
  T stage, no. (%)                 
   T1                              9 (3.1)
   T2                              29 (10.0)
   T3                              248 (85.9)
   T4                              3 (1.0)
  N stage, no. (%)                 
   N0                              104 (36.0)
   N1                              88 (30.4)
   N2                              84 (29.1)
   N3                              13 (4.5)
  TNM stage, no. (%)               
   I                               38 (13.1)
   II                              150 (51.9)
   III                             101 (34.9)
  Adjuvant chemotherapy, no. (%)   
   No                              103 (35.6)
   Yes                             186 (64.4)
  Adjuvant radiotherapy, no. (%)   
   No                              255 (88.2)
   Yes                             34 (11.8)
  Extent of surgery, no. (%)       
   D1                              6 (2.10%)
   D2                              283 (97.9%)

Abbreviations: GC, gastric carcinoma; *H pylori, Helicobacter pylori*; IQR, interquartile range; SD, standard deviation.

Polo-Like Kinase 4 Expression in Tumor Tissue and Adjacent Tissue {#section9-1533033820935531}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

The PLK4 expression in tumor tissue and adjacent tissue of patients with GC was examined by IHC staining. According to the IHC score, the PLK4 expression was classified as low expression (IHC score 0-3) and high expression (IHC score 4-12); meanwhile, the PLK4 expression was divided into low expression (IHC score 0-3), high+ expression (IHC score 4-6), high++ expression (IHC score 7-9), and high+++ expression (IHC score 10-12). Immunohistochemical staining image examples of tumor PLK4 low, high+, high++, and high+++ expressions are exhibited in [Figure 1A](#fig1-1533033820935531){ref-type="fig"}, and IHC staining image examples of adjacent PLK4 low, high+, high++, and high+++ expressions are shown in [Figure 1B](#fig1-1533033820935531){ref-type="fig"}. In tumor tissue, 133 (46.0%) cases and 156 (54.0%) cases exhibited tumor PLK4 low expression and high expression, respectively. In adjacent tissue, 63 (73.3%) and 23 (26.7%) cases were with adjacent PLK4 low expression and high expression, respectively. Meanwhile, the percentage of PLK4 high expression was increased in tumor tissue compared with adjacent tissue ([Figure 1C](#fig1-1533033820935531){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, 133 (46.1%), 96 (33.2%), 41 (14.2%), and 19 (6.6%) tumor tissues presented with tumor PLK4 low, high+, high++, and high+++ expressions, while 63 (73.3%), 16 (18.6%), 5 (5.8%), and 2 (2.3%) adjacent tissues were with tumor PLK4 low, high+, high++, and high+++ expressions; further comparison analysis disclosed that the PLK4 expression was elevated in tumor tissues compared with adjacent tissues ([Figure 1D](#fig1-1533033820935531){ref-type="fig"}).

![PLK4 expression in tumor tissue and adjacent tissue. Representative IHC staining images of tumor tissue with PLK4 low expression, PLK4 high+ expression, PLK4 high++ expression, and PLK4 high+++ expression (A), and adjacent tissue with PLK4 low expression, PLK4 high+ expression, PLK4 high++ expression, and PLK4 high+++ expression (B). Comparison of the percentage of PLK4 low expression and the percentage of PLK4 high expression between tumor tissue and adjacent tissue (C). Comparison of the percentage of PLK4 low expression, the percentage of PLK4 high+ expression, the percentage of PLK4 high++ expression, and the percentage of PLK4 high+++ expression between tumor tissue and adjacent tissue (D). Comparisons were assessed by McNemar test. *P* \< .05 was considered significant. IHC indicates immunohistochemical; PLK4, polo-like kinase 4.](10.1177_1533033820935531-fig1){#fig1-1533033820935531}

Correlation of Tumor PLK4 Expression With Clinicopathological Features {#section10-1533033820935531}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

In regard to tumor features, tumor PLK4 expression correlated with more advanced T stage (*P* \< .001; [Figure 2C](#fig2-1533033820935531){ref-type="fig"}) and TNM stage (*P* = .002; [Figure 2E](#fig2-1533033820935531){ref-type="fig"}), while, there was no correlation of tumor PLK4 expression with tumor location (*P* = .292; [Figure 2A](#fig2-1533033820935531){ref-type="fig"}), pathological grade (*P* = .112; [Figure 2B](#fig2-1533033820935531){ref-type="fig"}) or N stage (*P* = .057; [Figure 2D](#fig2-1533033820935531){ref-type="fig"}) in patients with GC. As for demographic features, chronic complications and *H pylori* infection status, no correlation of tumor PLK4 expression with age (*P* = .139), gender (*P* = .908), current smoke (*P* = .522), current drink (*P* = .276), hypertension (*P* = .204), hyperlipidemia (*P* = .961), diabetes (*P* = .163), or *H pylori* infection (*P* = .172) was disclosed in patients with GC ([Table 2](#table2-1533033820935531){ref-type="table"}). In terms of adjuvant treatments, tumor PLK4 expression did not correlate with adjuvant chemotherapy (*P* = .375) or adjuvant radiotherapy (*P* = .546) in patients with GC (Supplementary Table 1).

![Correlation of PLK4 expression with tumor features. Comparisons of tumor location (A), pathological grade (B), T stage (C), N stage (D), and TNM stage (E) between patients with tumor PLK4 high expression and patients with tumor PLK4 low expression. Comparisons between patients with tumor PLK4 high expression and patients with tumor PLK4 low expression were assessed by χ^2^ test or Wilcoxon rank sum test. *P* \< .05 was considered significant. PLK4 indicates polo-like kinase 4.](10.1177_1533033820935531-fig2){#fig2-1533033820935531}

###### 

Correlation of PLK4 Expression With Clinical Features Apart From Tumor Features.^a^

![](10.1177_1533033820935531-table2)

  Items                           PLK4 low (n = 133)   PLK4 high (n = 156)   *P* value
  ------------------------------- -------------------- --------------------- -----------
  Age, no. (%)                                                               .139
   ≤60 years                      60 (45.1)            84 (53.8)             
   \>60 years                     73 (54.9)            72 (46.2)             
  Gender, no. (%)                                                            .908
   Female                         64 (48.1)            74 (47.4)             
   Male                           69 (51.9)            82 (52.6)             
  Current smoke, no. (%)                                                     .522
   No                             95 (71.4)            106 (67.9)            
   Yes                            38 (28.6)            50 (32.1)             
  Current drink, no. (%)                                                     .276
   No                             84 (63.2)            108 (69.2)            
   Yes                            49 (36.8)            48 (30.8)             
  Hypertension, no. (%)                                                      .204
   No                             93 (69.9)            98 (62.8)             
   Yes                            40 (30.1)            58 (37.2)             
  Hyperlipidemia, no. (%)                                                    .961
   No                             96 (72.2)            113 (72.4)            
   Yes                            37 (27.8)            43 (27.6)             
  Diabetes, no. (%)                                                          .163
   No                             117 (88.0)           128 (82.1)            
   Yes                            16 (12.0)            28 (17.9)             
  *H pylori* infection, no. (%)                                              .172
   Negative                       81 (60.9)            107 (68.6)            
   Positive                       52 (39.1)            49 (31.4)             

Abbreviations: *H pylori, Helicobacter pylori*; PLK4, polo-like kinase 4.

^a^ Comparison was determined by χ^2^ test.

Correlation of Tumor PLK4 Expression With DFS and OS {#section11-1533033820935531}
----------------------------------------------------

In order to verify the correlation of tumor PLK4 expression with prognosis, we adopted 2 different classified methods to divide tumor PLK4 expression and group the patients based on the corresponding tumor PLK4 expression. The first method was that tumor PLK4 expression was classified as tumor PLK4 low and tumor PLK4 high. The second method was that tumor PLK4 expression was classified as tumor PLK4 low, tumor PLK4 high+, tumor PLK4 high++, and tumor PLK4 high+++. Based on the first classified method, tumor PLK4 high expression correlated with worse DFS (*P* = .032) and OS (*P* = .016; [Figures 3A](#fig3-1533033820935531){ref-type="fig"} and [4A](#fig4-1533033820935531){ref-type="fig"}). Based on the second classified method, increased grade of PLK4 expression correlated with shorter DFS (*P* = .006) and OS (*P* = .016; [Figures 3B](#fig3-1533033820935531){ref-type="fig"} and [4B](#fig4-1533033820935531){ref-type="fig"}). Both methods indicate that tumor PLK4 expression negatively correlated with prognosis.

![Negative correlation of PLK4 expression with DFS. Comparison of DFS between patients with tumor PLK4 high expression and patients with tumor PLK4 low expression (A). Comparison of DFS among patients with tumor PLK4 high+++ expression, patients with tumor PLK4 high++ expression, patients with tumor PLK4 high+ expression, and patients with tumor PLK4 low expression (B). Kaplan-Meier curve and log-rank test were used to compare DFS between patients with tumor PLK4 high expression and patients with tumor PLK4 low expression. *P* \< .05 was considered significant. DFS indicates disease-free survival; PLK4, polo-like kinase 4.](10.1177_1533033820935531-fig3){#fig3-1533033820935531}

![Negative correlation of PLK4 expression with OS. Comparison of OS between patients with tumor PLK4 high expression and patients with tumor PLK4 low expression (A). Comparison of OS among patients with tumor PLK4 high+++ expression, patients with tumor PLK4 high++ expression, patients with tumor PLK4 high+ expression, and patients with tumor PLK4 low expression (B). Kaplan-Meier curve and log-rank test were used to compare OS between patients with tumor PLK4 high expression and patients with tumor PLK4 low expression. *P* \< .05 was considered significant. OS indicates overall survival; PLK4, polo-like kinase 4.](10.1177_1533033820935531-fig4){#fig4-1533033820935531}

Correlation of Tumor PLK4 Expression With OS {#section12-1533033820935531}
--------------------------------------------

Overall survival was worse in patients with tumor PLK4 high expression compared to patients with tumor PLK4 low expression (*P* = .016; [Figure 4A](#fig4-1533033820935531){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, patients with tumor PLK4 high+++ expression presented with the lowest OS, followed by patients with tumor PLK4 high++ expression and patients with tumor PLK4 high+ expression, and then patients with tumor PLK4 low expression (*P* = .016; [Figure 4B](#fig4-1533033820935531){ref-type="fig"}).

Factors Predicting DFS {#section13-1533033820935531}
----------------------

Univariate Cox proportional hazard regression analysis revealed that higher PLK4 expression (*P* = .001, hazard ratio \[HR\] = 1.395), increased pathological grade (G3 vs G2/G1; *P* = .001, HR = 2.388), and elevated TNM stage (III vs II/I; *P* \< .001, HR = 3.269) predicted worse DFS in patients with GC ([Table 3](#table3-1533033820935531){ref-type="table"}). Further multivariate Cox proportional hazard regression analysis showed that higher PLK4 expression (*P* = .027, HR = 1.261), increased pathological grade (G3 vs G2/G1; *P* = .042, HR = 1.727), and elevated TNM stage (III vs II/I; *P* \< .001, HR = 2.838) independently predicted worse DFS.

###### 

Analysis of Factors Predicting DFS.^a^

![](10.1177_1533033820935531-table3)

  Items                                Cox proportional hazard regression model                   
  ------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------ ------- ------- -------
  Univariate Cox regression                                                                       
   Higher PLK4 expression^b^           .001                                       1.395   1.140   1.707
   Age (\>60 years)                    .580                                       0.894   0.601   1.330
   Male                                .640                                       0.910   0.612   1.352
   Current smoke                       .622                                       0.896   0.578   1.388
   Current drink                       .426                                       1.185   0.781   1.798
   Hypertension                        .117                                       1.383   0.922   2.073
   Hyperlipidemia                      .142                                       1.366   0.901   2.072
   Diabetes                            .485                                       1.211   0.708   2.071
   *H pylori* positive                 .575                                       0.884   0.575   1.359
   Tumor location                                                                                 
    Gastric antrum                     Reference                                  \-      \-      \-
    Cardia                             .594                                       1.135   0.713   1.806
    Gastric body                       .235                                       1.475   0.776   2.802
   Pathological grade (G3 vs. G2/G1)   .001                                       2.388   1.430   3.987
   TNM stage (III vs II/I)             \<.001                                     3.269   2.185   4.891
   Adjuvant chemotherapy               .348                                       0.822   0.546   1.238
   Adjuvant radiotherapy               .066                                       0.507   0.246   1.046
  Multivariate Cox regression                                                                     
   Higher PLK4 expression^b^           .027                                       1.261   1.026   1.550
   Pathological grade (G3 vs G2/G1)    .042                                       1.727   1.020   2.925
   TNM stage (III vs II/I)             \<.001                                     2.838   1.869   4.311

Abbreviations: DFS, disease-free survival; *H pylori, Helicobacter pylori*; HR, hazard ratio; PLK4, polo-like kinase 4.

^a^ Factors with *P* value \<.05 in univariate Cox regression were included in the multivariate Cox regression.

^b^ PLK4 expression was categorized as low = 0, high+ = 1, high++ = 2, high+++ = 3.

Factors Predicting OS {#section14-1533033820935531}
---------------------

Univariate Cox proportional hazard regression analysis revealed that higher PLK4 expression (*P* = .002, HR = 1.489), raised pathological grade (G3 vs G2/G1; *P* = .004, HR = 2.582), and more advanced TNM stage (III vs II/I; *P* \< .001, HR = 5.895) predicted shorter OS in patients with GC ([Table 4](#table4-1533033820935531){ref-type="table"}). Further multivariate Cox proportional hazard regression analysis showed that more advanced TNM stage (III vs II/I; *P* \< .001, HR = 5.130) independently predicted shorter OS, while, higher PLK4 expression (*P* = .067, HR = 1.275) or pathological grade (G3 vs G2/G1; *P* = .167, HR = 1.589) could not independently predict OS.

###### 

Analysis of Factors Predicting OS.^a^

![](10.1177_1533033820935531-table4)

  Items                                Cox proportional hazard regression model                   
  ------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------ ------- ------- --------
  Univariate Cox regression                                                                       
   Higher PLK4 expression^b^           .002                                       1.489   1.156   1.917
   Age (\>60 years)                    .652                                       0.888   0.529   1.490
   Male                                .529                                       0.848   0.506   1.419
   Current smoke                       .887                                       0.960   0.545   1.690
   Current drink                       .097                                       1.565   0.922   2.659
   Hypertension                        .701                                       1.112   0.647   1.913
   Hyperlipidemia                      .715                                       0.898   0.504   1.599
   Diabetes                            .119                                       1.662   0.878   3.149
  * H pylori* positive                 .731                                       0.905   0.513   1.597
   Tumor location                                                                                 
    Gastric antrum                     Reference                                  \-      \-      \-
    Cardia                             .180                                       1.479   0.835   2.620
    Gastric body                       .406                                       1.445   0.607   3.443
   Pathological grade (G3 vs. G2/G1)   .004                                       2.582   1.365   4.884
   TNM stage (III vs II/I)             \<.001                                     5.895   3.310   10.497
   Adjuvant chemotherapy               .109                                       0.653   0.388   1.099
   Adjuvant radiotherapy               .218                                       0.561   0.224   1.406
  Multivariate Cox regression                                                                     
   Higher PLK4 expression^b^           .067                                       1.275   0.983   1.654
   Pathological grade (G3 vs G2/G1)    .167                                       1.589   0.824   3.067
   TNM stage (III vs II/I)             \<.001                                     5.130   2.836   9.282

Abbreviations: *H pylori, Helicobacter pylori*; HR, hazard ratio; OS, overall survival; PLK4, polo-like kinase 4.

^a^ Factors with *P* value \<.05 in univariate Cox regression were included in the multivariate Cox regression.

^b^ PLK4 expression was categorized as low = 0, high+ = 1, high++ = 2, high+++ = 3.

Discussion {#section15-1533033820935531}
==========

The carcinogenesis of GC is a multistep, slowly progressive, and multifactorial pathology process, among which genetic mutations, epigenetic alternation, and abnormal molecular signaling pathways largely contribute to the tumor formation, invasion, metastasis, tumor recurrence, and drug resistance.^[@bibr15-1533033820935531],[@bibr16-1533033820935531]^ Up-to-date, no effective biomarkers have been established for tracking progression and prognosis of GC.^[@bibr1-1533033820935531]^ Further exploration of novel biomarkers is needed for tumor management and surveillance of GC.

Polo-like kinase 4, mapped to chromosome 4q27-28, is a vital modulator in cell progression and response to DNA damage, which has been implicated in the oncogenesis of various cancers.^[@bibr17-1533033820935531][@bibr18-1533033820935531][@bibr19-1533033820935531][@bibr20-1533033820935531]-[@bibr21-1533033820935531]^ Mechanically, PLK4 inhibition hinders cell proliferation and tumor-initiating cells in lung cancer and pancreatic cancer.^[@bibr18-1533033820935531],[@bibr19-1533033820935531]^ Clinically, PLK4 expression is related to larger tumor size, lymph node metastasis, and increased TNM stage in non-small cell lung cancer.^[@bibr20-1533033820935531]^ In breast cancer, an overexpression of PLK4 correlates with raised incidence of lymph node metastasis, distal metastasis, or surrounding recurrence.^[@bibr21-1533033820935531]^ As to GC, the clinical implication of PLK4 in the tumor progression of GC has not studied yet. Two experimental studies illuminate that PLK4 overexpression mediates centrosome amplification, chromosome instability, and subsequent inhibition of primary cilia formation, and it is upregulated in GC cells by proteins secreted from *H pylori*, which plays a role in *H pylori*--associated GC pathogenesis.^[@bibr10-1533033820935531],[@bibr11-1533033820935531]^ However, the clinical implication of PLK4 in GC has not reported yet. In the present study, PLK4 was sufficiently expressed in tumor tissue, and it correlated with elevated T stage and TNM stage in patients with GC, which was in parallel with the previous evidences in other solid tumors. Hereby, several explanations have been suggested (1) PLK4 might promote GC cell proliferation and metastasis by activating the Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway.^[@bibr8-1533033820935531]^ Hence, PLK4 high expression was associated with advanced T stage and TNM stage in patients with GC. (2) The PLK4 high expression probably induced centrosome amplification and chromosomal instability, which consequently accelerated proliferation, migration, invasion, and metastasis while slowed apoptosis in GC cells.^[@bibr17-1533033820935531],[@bibr22-1533033820935531]^ Hence, PLK4 high expression patients were more vulnerable to increased tumor stage.

Accumulated researches report that PLK4 displays prognostic value in multiple cancers.^[@bibr9-1533033820935531],[@bibr20-1533033820935531]^ As an example, in non-small cell lung cancer, patients with PLK4 high expression present favorable DFS and OS compared to patients with PLK4 low expression, and PLK4 high expression independently predicts worse DFS and OS.^[@bibr20-1533033820935531]^ And in neuroblastoma, 3-year OS and 3-year progression-free survival are lower in patients with PLK4 high expression than that in patients with PLK4 low expression.^[@bibr9-1533033820935531]^ Nonetheless, the correlation of PLK4 with clinical outcomes in patients with GC remains unknown. In the present study, how PLK4 affected the prognosis in patients with GC was assessed by Kaplan-Meier curve and log-rank test, which revealed that both DFS and OS were reduced in patients with PLK4 high expression compared to patients with PLK4 low expression; the higher the PLK4 expression, the shorter the DFS and OS. Notably, the subsequent Cox proportional hazard regression model analysis disclosed that higher PLK4 expression was an independent predictive factor for shorter DFS but not for OS in patients with GC. These could be explained by (1) Our previous findings showed that PLK4 correlated with increased T stage and TNM stage, thereby, higher PLK4 expression presented the potential of being a predictor for worse survival profiles in patients with GC. (2) The PLK4 possibly accelerated tumor growth via Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway and induced the insensitivity of tumor cells to chemotherapy via PLK4-γ-tubulin axis, which led to tumor recurrent and drug resistance in patients with GC.^[@bibr8-1533033820935531],[@bibr21-1533033820935531]^ Thereby, higher PLK4 expression was associated with shorter DFS and OS in patients with GC. (3) Although higher PLK4 expression correlated with worse OS, it could not independently predict OS in patients with GC, which was likely to be explained by that PLK4 impacted other factors (such as TNM stage) to indirectly result in worse OS in GC.

The present study was the first to unravel the clinical significance of PLK4 in the progression and prognosis of patients with GC. However, several limitations should not be neglected when interpreting the findings. First, detailed mechanism of PLK4 in the pathogenesis of GC was not explored, thereby, further *in vivo* and *in vitro* experiments are warranted. Second, the sample size of patients with GC was relatively small, which might reduce the statistic power of study, thereby further studies with larger sample size would be desirable for validating our findings. Last, only nonmetastatic primary patients with GC were included in the analysis, while metastatic or secondary patients with GC were excluded since they were not eligible for tumor resection, which lacked the generalizability of our findings.

To conclude, PLK4 correlates with advanced tumor stage and shorter survival profiles in patients with GC who underwent resection, which owns good potential as a biomarker for refining individual prognosis and guiding treatment strategy decisions.
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DFS

:   disease-free survival;

GC

:   gastric cancer;

*H pylori*

:   *Helicobacter pylori*;

HR

:   hazard ratio;

IHC

:   immunohistochemical;

OS

:   overall survival;

PLK4

:   polo-like kinase 4.
